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1. INTRODUCTION 
A special monoid is a monoid determined by a set of relations each of 
the form w = 2. (w is a word over the generators; 1 is the empty word.) 
Every group is a special monoid. Probably the most famous special 
monoid that is not a group is the bicyclic monoid, i.e., the monoid over the 
generators a and b determined bythe relation ab = 1. Not all monoids are 
special; for example, given two unequal positive integers m and n, the 
monoid over the single generator b determined by the single relation 
b” = 6” is not special. Itis an elementary exercise toverify that every 
special monoid over a single generator ther than the free monoid (which 
is determined bythe empty set of equations) isa finite group. 
Chapter IV of Adjan [ 1 ] is a good introduction t  special monoids. (We 
prefer to say “monoid” rather than “semigroup,” because what is called a 
special semigroup is by definition a monoid.) Adjan also goes more deeply 
into the matter by proving that, with two exceptions (within isomorphism), 
special monoids that are not groups atisfy no “identical re ations.” That is 
to say, for each such monoid, there are no two distinct words w, and w2 
over a set of variables (x1,..., x,} such that w, = w2 is true for every inter- 
pretation fthe variables a elements of the monoid. The two exceptions 
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are the free monoid over one generator (satisfying x,x* =x,x,) and the 
bicyclic monoid (satisfying wxlxZw = wxZxl w, where w = xIxZxZxI). 
It follows from Adjan’s result that almost every commutative special 
monoid is a group. And every finite special monoid is a group, since, for 
each finite monoid, there xist distinct nonnegative integers m and n such 
that x”’ = x”. 
In studying special monoids one is compelled to study the proofs that 
distinct words designate the same monoid element. In Adjan’s 
investigation, a proof is a sequence of words zI, z~,..., z, where z1 and z, 
are the two words that we wish to prove designate he same element, and 
where for each i, 1~ i < n - 1, either zi = wxy and zi+ , = wy or vice versa, x 
being aword that he relations tell us designates the monoid identity. From 
this point of view, the presentation of a special monoid is a special Thue 
system, which we shall define explicitly in the next section. 
We shall be working with Thue systems in this paper rather than with 
monoids. In the background, a monoid is understood tobe the set of con- 
gruence classes of the Thue system, multiplication being taken in the 
natural way. 
The main result of this paper, as expressed interms of monoids, is as 
follows: Let M, and M2 be special monoids whose generators are in one- 
to-one correspondence (corresponding generators epresented by a com- 
mon letter). If some word x has the property that, for all words w, w = x in 
M, if and only if w = x in MZ, then all words x have that property. In
other words, if any congruence class of words determined byM, equals a
congruence class determined byM, then the two congruence relations are 
the same. In Section 4, we shall reformulate this proposition in terms of 
Thue systems and complete its proof. 
We note that our theorem does not generalize to other classes of 
monoids that have been studied in the literature. It fails even for monoids 
determined byChurch-Rosser monadic Thue systems (see [2]). As a coun- 
terexample, we offer the two monoids with generator set {a, b, c} deter- 
mined, respectively, by the Thue systems {ab t-t b} and { ca * c}. In both 
of these the congruence class of cb is the regular language ca*b; but they 
have distinct congruence r lations since cu is not congruent to c in the first. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOL~CY 
Let A be a finite alphabet and let > be a total ordering onA. We write 
1x1 to mean the length of the word x. We define a total ordering >w on A* 
in the following way: 
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x >,y if and only if 
either 1x1 > lyl 
or 1x1 = lyl and x is ahead of y in the left-to-right lexicographic 
(dictionary-like) ord r. 
EXAMPLE. A = {a, b}, a>b. Here aa >,ab >,ba >,bb >wa >,b. 
A Thue system T on an alphabet A is a set of (unordered) pairs of words 
over A. The set may be finite orinfinite. W  write x++ y to mean that, for 
some words w, z, x, andy,, x=wxrz, y=wy,z, and {xl,y,}eT. aTis 
the reflexive andtransitive closure of Cam. We define [x]~= {w: w Arx}, 
i.e., the congruence class of x mod T. ( [x]~ is thus identified with the 
monoid element denoted by the word x.) The subscript “T” will sometimes 
be omitted when the reference is clear. 
Note that when we write x= y we mean that x and y are the same word. 
When we write xAT y we mean that x and y are congruent modulo r; in 
terms of the monoid of congruence classes this means that x and y, 
although possibly different words, stand for the same monoid element. 
We define x + T y (reduction step) to mean x ++T y and x > w y. This 
concept of reduction step is slightly different from the concept based on 
length found in much of the Thue system literature. Th  sign % stands for 
reduction i zero or more steps. 
It can be easily shown that, for any T, + T is noetherian; i.e., there can be 
no infinite sequence of the form x1 --FOX* -+T... . Moreover, since >w is a 
well ordering on strings, every congruence class of T has a unique string 
which is minimal with respect to this ordering; where x is the minimal 
string in its congruence class, x is the canonical form of all the strings 
in [xl=. 
We say T is lexicographically confluent (or lex-confluent) if the relation 
+T is confluent, i.e., for all x, y, z such that x 5, y and x f y Z, there 
exists a word w such that y f T w and z % T w. 
LEMMA 1. Zf T is lex-confluent, then the canonical form of w is 
obtainable from w by a sequence of reductions and the order in which the 
rules are applied oes not matter. 
We often find it convenient todeal with rules of Thue systems rather 
thanpairs.Wesaythat(u~u)isaruleofTif{u,u}~Tandu~,o.(The 
parentheses differentiate this from the other use of the arrow.) Note that, 
for all {u, u} E T, either (u + u) or (u + u) is a rule of T but not both. 
THEXIREM 1 (Kapur and Narendran [33). A Thue system T over the 
alphabet A is lex-confluent if and only & for all strings u, u, w, x, y E A*: 
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(1) Zf(uu+x)and(uw+y)arerulesofTthenthereisaz~A*such 
that xw f z and uy f z. 
(2) If (uuw +x) and (u + y) are rules then there is a z such that x f z 
and uyw f z. 
Although we omit the proof of this theorem we shall point out the 
appropriateness of (1) and (2). For (l), if we have a line suuwt we can get 
sxwt by applying (uu + z) or we can get suyt by applying (uw + y), In 
either case, (1) tells u that we can reduce the resulting line to szt. For (2), 
the line suuwt yields sxt from the rule (uuw +x) and yields suywt from 
(u + y). In either case, (2) tells u we can reduce the line to szt. 
A Thue system T is special ifall its rules are of the form (w + A). A word 
w is right-invertible (left-invertible) mod T if there xists a word y such that 
wy&l (ywA TL). It is inuertible ifthere xists a y such that wy *l;T 
yw a.,?.. Note that if xy, +% 1 and y,x *r, 1 then y, a y,. So a word is 
invertible if and only if it is both left-invertible and right-invertible. 
3. SOME MORE LEMMAS 
In the following, T is a special Thue system whose alphabet is A. 
LEMMA 2. For all x, y E A*, 
(1) If xy and yz are right-invertible thenso is xyz (and similarly for 
left-invertible). 
(2) (Aa’jan) xy and yz are invertible if and only if x, y and z are inuer- 
tible. 
Proof (1) If u and w are, respectively, the right inverses ofxy and yz 
then wyu is a right inverse of xyz. 
(2) If xy and yz are invertible th n x is right-invertible, z s ft-invertible 
and y is both left-invertible and right-invertible. It follows that y is inver- 
tible, with inverse y’. Where t is the inverse of xy, yt is a left-inverse of x 
which can be seen as follows: ytx A ytxyy’ +% yy’ A 1. So, x is invertible. 
Similarly, z isinvertible. Thusxy and yz invertible imply x, y and z inver- 
tible. The proof of the converse is well known. 1 
From T we define another Thue system S= S(T) as follows: 
Note that u is also invertible, and, unless T is the empty set, S is infinite. 
There is no guarantee that S is recursive even when T is finite. 
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Let If3 be the set of strings that are irreducible modulo S; i.e., [w= {x: 
there is no y such that x +s y} = the set of canonical forms of S. 
LEMMA 3. S has the same congruence relation as T and is lex-confluent. 
Proof: Since J. is (trivially) invertible, T isa subset of S. On the other 
hand, every pair in S is in accord with the congruence generated by T. 
Thus S and T have the same congruence relation. 
To show that S is lex-confluent we apply Theorem 1. For condition (1), 
let (uu -+ x) and (VW -+ y) be two rules in S. Since uu and uw are invertible, 
so are U, u and w. Since x and y are invertible, so are uy and XIV. Since 
uvw + xw and uvw + uy, xw +% uy. By the definition of S, either (uy + xw) 
or (xw + uy) must be a rule in it, or else uy=xw. For condition (2), if 
(uvw -+x) and (u -+ y) are rules in S, either (uyw -+x) or (X-P uyw) must 
be a rule in S, or else uyw = x. 1 
LEMMA 4. If xw s, z, z # xw and x and w are irreducible mod S then 
xw +s z (i.e., xw can be reduced to z in one step). 
Proof It is sufficient to prove that if xw is reduced in S to z in k > 2 
steps then it can be so reduced in k - 1 steps. Let xw + z’ + z” -+ . . . -+ z 
be the sequence, where xw reduces to z’ by the rule (Ll + Rl) and z’ 
reduces to z” by the rule (L2 -+ R2). Since x and w are irreducible, L  must 
straddle the boundary between x and w. That is, there xist x1, x2 # 1, 
w,#I and w2 such that x=x,x*, w=wlwz and Ll=x,w,. Thus z’= 
x1 Rl w2. Again, since x, and w2 are irreducible, L2 cannot be entirely inside 
x1 or entirely inside x2. 
Case (i). L2 straddles both boundaries. 
Thenx,=x,,x,,, w=w,,w,,andL2=x,,Rlw,,.Notethatx,,Llw,,is 
invertible, eing congruent to R2. Thus (x,,Llw,, + R2) is a rule in S and 
we could have reduced xw directly toz”. 
Case (ii). L2 does not straddle both boundaries. 
Without loss of generality assume that L2 straddles the boundary 
between x, and RI. Thus x1 = xIIxrz, RI = uv and L2 =x,*u. Since L2 and 
Rl are invertible, so is x12uu, by Lemma 2, which is congruent to x,,Ll. 
Since x,,Ll is congruent o R2u and x,,Ll >w R2u, (x,,Ll +R2u) is a 
rule of S. Again we find that we could have reduced xw directly toz”. 1 
LEMMA 5. Ifxw 5, xandx,w~IW, then,forsomex,,x,,w,, 
x=x1x2, w= w1x*, and X2Wl f.2. 
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Proof If w = A, take x1 =x, x2 = w1 = 1. Otherwise, take x = xix* = 
x~,x,~x~ and w= wlxz where (x,~x~w~ +x1*) is the rule of S used 
in the one-step reduction (guaranteed by Lemma 4) of xw to x. Thus 
xIz and xlzxzwl are invertible; tz be their inverse. We thus have 
I A ZX,~X~W~ c-2, xzwl. Since S is lex-confluent, x2wI‘I-ts A. 1 
COROLLARY 5.1. Zfx, w E R, xw f s x and w is not congruent o A, then a 
proper nonnull suffix of x is right-invertible. 
Proof Since w is not congruent to A, x2 # 1 in Lemma 5. 1 
LEMMA 6. Zf xfsy and y has a nonnull right-invertible suffix then x 
has a nonnull right-invertible suffix. 
Proof We prove this for x+ y (one step). Lemma 6 will then follow by 
mathematical induction. 
Let y = y, y, where y, is right invertible. Let z2 be the right-inverse of y,. 
Let (L -+ R) be the rule that reduces x to y. Then there xist u, v such that 
x=uLv and y= y, y,=uRv. 
Case 1. y, is a suflix ofv. Then y, is a suffix ofx also. 
Case 2. There exists u2such that y, = u2 Rv and u = y, ZQ. But if u2 Rv is 
right-invertible hen u2 Lo must also be right-invertible. 
Case 3. There exist R, , R, such that y, = R, v, R = R, R, and y, = uR I. 
Since R,v and R, R, are right-invertible, Rv is right-invertible by Lemma 2. 
Thus Lv is right-invertible. 1 
LEMMA 7. Zf xw +% x, and w is not congruent o A, then x has a nonnull 
right-invertible suffix. 
Proof Let x,., w,. be the respective canonical forms of x and w. 
x,. w,. +% x,, hence x,. w, % x,. in S. By Corollary 5.1, x,. has a nonnull right- 
invertible suffix. By Lemma 6 then so does x. 1 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
DEFINITION. w nowhere modifies x modulo T, if, for all x1, x2 such that 
x=x1x2, x1 wxz arx. (That is, no matter where you insert w, the result is
still congruent to x.) 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a special Thue system. Then for any x and w, w 
nowhere modifies x modulo T implies w AT il. 
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Proof (by contradiction). Letx be a shortest ring such that some 
w not congruent to ,I nowhere modifies x.By Lemma 7, a nonnull suffrx of
x must be right-invertible s ncxw ATx. The word x cannot be right- 
invertible; forif y were its right-inverse, th nw AT wxy AT xy A-tr A. 
Let x = x1 x2 where x1 and x2 are nonnull and x2 y Ar. A for some y. 
Now consider any u, u such that x1 = uv. We have 
* * * uwv++~uwvx,y++~xy=x,x,y+-+~x,. 
Thus w nowhere modifies x1, a contradiction, since x1 is shorter 
than x. i 
THEOREM 3. If T and U are special Thue systems and, for some x, 
CxlT& Cxlu then,for ally, CylTs CyIu. 
Proof: We note first hat [A],& [I], implies that, for all y, 
CYIT~ Cylu. For I ‘f (z + 2) is a rule of T then [I] TV [Ilu implies that 
z AU 1; so, T being special, a proof of y Ar- z can be converted toa proof 
of y& U z. Thus, for Theorem 3, it suffices to prove that [x] Tc [x] L/ 
implies [n],E [A],. 
Accordingly, suppose w E [I] T. Then, for all x1, x2 where x=x1x2, 
x, wx2 AT x, which implies x, wxz AU x. Thus w nowhere modifies x 
mod U and, by Theorem 2, w E [A] U. u 
The following isa consequence ofTheorem 3. 
THEOREM 4 (Main Theorem). Zf T and U are special Thue systems 
and, for some x, [x] T = [x] U then, for all y, [ y] T = [ y] U. 
We close our paper with some by-products ofour reasoning. 
THEOREM 5. For any words w and x and for any special Thue system T, 
if xw +% T x (or wx c-T** x) then w is a conjugate of an identity word (i.e., 
w=w,w2 where wzwl aTA). 
Proof: Lemma 5 gives us this result if w, XE R. The extension to the 
case where x# R, WE R’ is easy. So assume w # R. Letting w, be the 
canonical form of w, we know that w, is the conjugate ofan identity word. 
We consider the Thue system S (determined from T) of Section 3. Since 
* w +-P~ w,, our proof of Theorem 5 is complete once we have proved the 
following: 
LEMMA 8. Zf u +s v and v is a conjugate of an identity word then so is u. 
Proof: Let u = pLs, v = pRs, (L + R) a rule of S. Also pRs = vl v2 where 
vzvl +% 1. Now, if vr is a prefix of p, or if v2 is a suffix ofs then it is clear 
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that u is a conjugate of an identity word. So assume o1 = py and v2 = zs 
where R = yz. 
Thus we have (L + yz) is a rule of S and zspy *i; I; and we must prove 
that pLs is a conjugate of an identity word. Now, since yz and zspy are 
invertible, so are y, z and sp, by two applications f Lemma 2. But, since 
zspy +% 1 and z is invertible, w  get spyz c?i, A.Since L + yz, we infer 
spL *r, ;1, showing that u= pLs is a conjugate ofan identity word. 1 
Thus Theorem 5 is proved. 1 
THEOREM 6. Every finite special monoid is a group. 
It was mentioned in Section 1 that this theorem is a consequence of 
Adjan’s result. We feel that our proof, based on Theorem 5, is interesting in 
itself. 
Proof: Suppose Theorem 6 is false and let M be a finite special monoid 
that is not a group. Let w be a shortest word that is not invertible. 
Then w” cr* w”+~ for some n 2 0, i > 1. By Theorem 5, wi is the conjugate 
of an identity word. Thus w = uv, u # A, v # 1, (VU)’ (1; 1. 
Now vi +% il, for some j, since v, being shorter than w, is invertible. 
Hence wi = (uv)~ & Vet = vi- ‘(~4)~ v +% vj +%;1. Thus w is invertible, a 
contradiction. 1 
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